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Introduction

This is the annual Complaints Performance Report for Kingdom Housing Association 

(KHA). This report provides detailed information regarding complaints recorded 

through the Association’s Complaint Handling Procedure (CHP) during the 2021/22 

reporting year (1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022).

Complaints give us valuable information we can use to improve our services and 

overall customer satisfaction. Our CHP should enable us to address customers' 

dissatisfaction and may also prevent the same thing happening again. Complaints 

provide us with a first hand account of our customers views and experiences and can 

highlight problems we may otherwise be unaware of. Handling a complaint well can 

significantly improve a customer's view of us as an organisation.

The Association’s CHP is based on the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) 

Model. This has been in place since October 2012, but is subject to regular review. The 

Scottish Housing Regulator’s Regulatory Framework also requires us to demonstrate 

what we learn from complaints received. It is vital that we demonstrate our compliance 

with both the SPSO and SHR requirements as part of the process for completing our 

annual assurance statement by October each year. 

The report will provide statistical information as well as details on what changes we 

have made to our services as a result of the complaints we have received. 

The new SPSO Key Performance Indicators have been used and this is the first year 

we will be reporting on the new "Resolved" status for complaint closures. A complaint 

is "Resolved" when the complainant and organisation come to an agreement on a 

resolution of the issue without having to make a decision if the complaint is upheld or 

not. If an agreement cannot be made, an investigation is carried out at Stage 1, and 

the complaint is closed as Upheld, Partially Upheld or Not Upheld. 



Indicator One
The total number of complaints received

In Reporting Year 2021-22
*8 carried forward to 22-23

Total Complaints 
Responded To

1066

Received in Reporting Year
*6 carried forward to 22-23

Stage 1 Complaints

1009

Received Directly at Stage 2 
in Reporting Year

Stage 2 Complaints

14

In Reporting Year 2021-22

Stage 1 Complaints were 
Escalated to Stage 2

42

Responded to in total in 
Reporting Year

*2 carried forward to 22-23

Stage 2 Complaints 

54

This equates to 208 complaints per 1,000 KHA properties.



Indicator Two:

The number and percentage of complaints at each

stage which were closed in full within the set

timescales of �ve and 20 working days

We closed 99% of Stage 1 Complaints within 5 

working days. (998 out of 1009)

99%

91%

95%

We closed 91% of all Stage 2 Complaints 

received within 20 working days (49 out of 54)

We closed 96% of escalated Stage 1 

Complaints within 20 days of escalation to 

Stage 2 (39 out of 41)

Stage 1 Complaints

Stage 2 Complaints

Escalated Complaints



Indicator Three:

The average time in working days for a

full response to complaints at each stage

To respond in full to Stage 1 
Complaints

Average Time Taken

3.00days

To respond in full to Stage 2 
Complaints

Average Time Taken

14.3days

To respond in full to complaints 
after escalation to Stage 2.

Average Time Taken

13.7days
Total Complaints Resolved in Time

99% 1%

Resolved In Time 99%

Resolved Out of Time 1%



Indicator Four:

The outcome of complaints at each stage.

of Stage 1 

Complaints were 

Upheld

23% 19%

15%

of Stage 1 

Complaints were 

Partially Upheld

35%

of Stage 1 

Complaints were 

Not Upheld

of all Stage 2 

Complaints were 

Upheld

20%

of all Stage 2 

Complaints were 

Partially Upheld

65%

of all Stage 2 

Complaints were 

Not Upheld

15%

of escalated 

complaints were 

Upheld

22%

of escalated 

complaints were 

Partially Upheld

63%

of escalated 

complaints were 

Not Upheld

23%

0%

0%

of Stage 1 

Complaints were 

Resolved

of all Stage 2 

Complaints were 

Resolved

of escalated 

complaints were 

Resolved



Learning from complaints

Complaints are monitored daily by each department and are analysed monthly by each 

department, the Chief Executive's Department and the Customer Service Manager (CSM). 

In 21/22 complaints were discussed with our Managers & Senior Officers at their monthly 

meetings, but to improve on this moving into 22/23 the CSM will be chairing a Root Cause 

Analysis meeting on a monthly basis to bring all relevant teams together to dig down into 

the reasons behind the complaint and to share best practice and ideas about what we can 

do better. 

You Said We Did

A delay in roof tiles being delivered to site, 

caused a tenant to complain that their roof 

was left exposed for too long after the old 

tiles were removed. 

 

We have reviewed our processes for the 

roof replacement project and tiles will no 

longer be removed until the new ones are 

physically on site to minimise the time the 

roof is left exposed. 

Additional meetings are being held in our 

Asset Management teams to discuss live 

complaints and actions to hold staff 

accountable for the actions that were 

agreed with the customer. 

We received a complaint about a delay in 

render repairs following window 

replacement on a property. 

 

We are improving how we communicate 

likely delays to our customers that are 

unavoidable due to shortage of certain 

contractors. 

A tenant complained about lack of 

communication in relation to outstanding 

defect work on her property following 

inspection by a contractor. 

 

Kingsom's internal procedures have been 

updated so a notification will be issued to 

the customer when a defect is not being 

progressed with an explanation from us or 

the contractor. 

A number of complaints relate to lack of 

staff communication/ownership. This can 

be caused by staff not following through 

with an agreed action or unrealistic 

expectations of our customers. 

We have re-structured our Customer 

Contact Team to a Customer Service Team 

with a new Customer Service Manager and 

Team Leader who will gradually take the 

lead on complaint handling for a more 

consistent service. 

There was inconsistency in the 

communication regarding complaints from 

different departments. 



Complaints by Department

56% of all complaints received in 21/22 were 

for our Asset Management department and 

the main driver for complaints in this area was 

Maintenance.  

This is the first year we have used the 

Frontline Resolution closure reason and it 

accounted for 20% of our complaints. These 

are potentially minor complaints/issues that 

weren't logged previously, giving us a better 

view of what's going wrong and what we can 

improve on moving forward. 

Complaints by Department

Asset Management 56%

Development 5%

Frontline Resolution 20%

Housing 19%

56%

5%

20%

19%

Upheld Complaints

Asset Management 79%

Housing 15%

Development 6%

79%

15%

6%

When it comes to upheld complaints (including upheld 

and partially upheld) Asset Management again makes up 

a significant majority. This is not unexpected due to the 

face to face, physical nature of the work that is carried out 

in this department. The top 5 sub categories resulting in 

Upheld complaints in Asset Management were; 

Department Sub-Category
Number of

Complaints

Maintenance Repair Delays 35

Maintenance

Staff - Lack of

Response/

Communication

31

Maintenance Incomplete Repair 25

Maintenance Quality of Work 20

Trades
Staff - Missed/Late

Appointment
11



Compliments
Although all reporting requirements from SHR and SPSO are focused on complaints, 

we believe it is just as important to recognise the positive feedback we receive from our 

customers. 

All departments are encouraged to record their compliments onto our housing 

management system when they are received. The Compliance Officer then shares a 

Compliments Update on a quarterly basis to give staff the recognition they deserve for 

their excellent work. This receives great feedback from the staff population and gives 

staff an idea of what their colleagues do and the positive impact they can have on our 

customers lives. A selection of some of the compliments received in 21/22 are below;

Compliments 21/22

"Thank you to the lovely lady I spoke to today. She was so pleasant and helpful.

A real asset to your company."

"I'm very thankful for my new home. The whole process was fantastic and the

team were great. I have no worries as everything was explained so well and ran

along so smoothly. I couldn't be happier with my new home, I love it!"

"I would like to compliment all of the Joiners who attended my property to

replace rotten flooring in the bathroom/hall. They did a fantastic job, and left my

flat clean and tidy. They are a real asset to your team."

"I had problems with my rent account and the lady I spoke to was absolutely

amaxing. There are no words that can describe the customer service she gave

me. She put my mind at ease and totally understood my circumstances. I can't

thank her enough."

"Thank you so much for referring me for the fuel payment. I received £200,

which is an amazing amount and will make such a difference to me. This will

help me pay my bills and take some pressure off."

A tenant got in touch to thank KHA for the £250 covid payment and the £49 fuel

bank payment.

"This was a huge help and I cannot thank you enough. My son has tested

positive for covid today and is now unwell so thank goodness I have plenty of

gas/electric to see us through. This is such a fantastic organisation. So much

gratitude to you."



Overview

This report has provided an overview of complaints based on the Complaints Key 

Performance Indicators required by the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman. In 

comparison to 20/21, 21/22 saw a significant increase in our complaint numbers. This 

can partly be explained through better reporting from our staff by using the new 

resolution type of "Resolved" to quickly record minor issues. 221 complaints were 

recorded as "Resolved" in 21/22 when these minor issues may not have been 

recorded in 20/21. It can be further explained as 20/21 was not a normal year, with a 

lot of our services shut down due to covid. This resulted in fewer complaints being 

raised. For example in 20/21 our Asset Management department received 285 

complaints when only carrying out essential works during covid, but in 21/22 we 

received 596 complaints with work slowly returning to normal. 

Despite the significant increase in complaints numbers our average time to close 

complaints improved to 3 days for a Stage 1 complaint and remained the same for 

Stage 2 at roughly 14 days.

In 21/22, we will have a new role for a Customer Service Manager, and the Customer 

Service Team will be restructured. We will identify and create action plans to target key 

complaint drivers and improve the customer journey when a complaint is raised with 

us. We will create cross departmental, complaints specific working groups to work as a 

collective Kingdom Group to ensure our customers receive a consistent service from 

each department.

We continue to report to the Board quarterly on the key performance indicators and the 

same report is also uploaded onto our website for our customers to see.

We strive to provide an excellent quality of service to all of our customers but 

understand our service will sometimes fall short of a customers' expectations. We will 

continue to use our complaints to identify areas for improvement in our processes and 

procedures.  


